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WINN is the innovation pÍogramme that Rijkswaterstaat has set up to meet the Dutch water challenge.
Rijkswaterstaat - the Dutch Directorate-General for Public Works and Water Management - seeks innovative
solutions to future water issues.

The challenge is to innovate

experiments. WINN perceives water differently

In WINN, Rijkswaterstaat will be tackling water

and adopts new approaches. WINN tries out
new ideas in cooperation with businesses

challenges together with businesses and Deltares,

the applied research institute that provides
specialist knowledge and advice on water.
WINN inspires, creates opportunities and

and water manager. WINN helps to develop
innovative technologies that deal with water
issues more effectively.

WINN focuses on four main innovation themes:

Pilot projects based on these themes have been
set up in various places in the Netherlands.

Energy from Water

Together we are finding solutions to future

Water as a sustainable energy source. WINN gives

water issue.

innovative sustainable energy technologies a chance.
WINN helps to create a better climate by producing

Will you join us?

energy from water.

Climate and Water
Climate change has significant consequences for water
management. WINN seeks innovative approaches that

will help to assure water safety in the Netherlands.
It also seeks solutions to the potential fresh water
shortage and to make people aware of the current
and future water issues and challenges.

More with Water
Water requires and creates space. Ingenious water
management not only assures water safety but also
creates beautiful landscapes and views, with great
natural and recreational value. WINN seeks to identify
and facilitate multiple water functions and new roles for

water managers. lt is possible to do more with water!

Ongoi ng implementation
WINN seeks ways to implement innovations more
rapidly and more effectively and aims to make this
standard practice in all WINN projects.

lf you have an idea you would like to discuss with
us, go to www.rijkswaterstaat.nllW|NN or send
an email to WINN@rws.nl.
WINN - The Rijkswaterstaat Innovation
Programme for water challenges

